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Introduction
Use of containers is on the rise, and with good reason. 

They enable you to develop, deploy and scale an app 

anywhere—helping you deliver better code and the 

best experience to your end users. However, this new 

technology also adds complexity to your infrastructure. 

This guide outlines some of the insights you can gain 

by using Splunk software to monitor and troubleshoot 

your container ecosystem across the entire technology 

stack and the software development lifecycle (SDLC).

Containers — the New Wave of IT
Containers offer a portability that wasn’t possible 

in traditional IT applications. Based on underlying 

Linux kernel technology, this portability abstracts the 

complexity of the compute layer, OS and application 

stack, ensuring that an app always runs the same, 

no matter what environment it’s in. This enables 

developers to focus on what’s most important —  

the application itself. 

Containers also increase speed and flexibility, as 

they can be spun up in seconds. This helps you build, 

configure, test, deploy, update and migrate your  

apps faster and more easily. 

All of these benefits are great for the business, but 

containers aren’t without challenges. They can make 

it harder to monitor performance and logs. And if 

you can’t find the source of errors and performance 

issues, it’s difficult to maximize both agility and speed, 

while maintaining high service reliability. In addition, 

containers can have a short lifespan—sometimes 

only seconds. That makes the traditional log capture 

capabilities difficult and irrelevant to effectively 

perform container monitoring and troubleshooting.

To help you effectively run and develop applications 

using containers, your IT solutions must have the ability 

to index, search and correlate container-based data 

with other data sources for better service context, root-

cause analysis, monitoring and reporting. Furthermore, 

container monitoring must be easy to implement and 

integrated with both your container deployments and 

your IT operations monitoring solution.

Getting Started
If you’re already using Splunk software to monitor your 

IT environments, you’re well on your way to effective 

container monitoring. Many of the data sources you’re 

collecting and analyzing are the same ones you need 

for container monitoring and troubleshooting. 

Using Splunk software, you can leverage a single 

solution to:

• Monitor and analyze container data and enable  

IT operations analytics

• Monitor container performance to ensure 

containers are available, and that issues are fixed 

quickly with minimal effort

• Help you gain insight on container resource 

usage, cluster capacity and the service impact of 

increasing cluster use for a specific service

• Gain better service context and accelerate 

root-cause analysis by indexing, searching and 

correlating container-based data with data from 

the entire technology stack

The first step is to configure the Splunk Log Driver 

for Docker. Using this log driver, you can pull Docker 

container information directly out of the containers 

themselves. This will help you reduce the effort required 

for monitoring logs seamlessly. Other  

helpful data sources are in the next section. And by 

correlating container data with other data sources in 

your architecture, you can gain a complete view of how 

your applications are performing.

https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/logging/splunk/
https://docs.docker.com/engine/admin/logging/splunk/
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Using Splunk for Container 
Monitoring

•  What to look for: CPU utilization in order to 

manage required resources

•  Why? To monitor impact on service reliability and 

container resource requirements

•  Example search: source=docker_stats | eval 

cpu_percent | stats sum(cpu_percent) by time | 

timechart max(cpu_percent)

Data Type Where to Find It What It Can Tell You

Container and 
microservices logs

Logs can be ingested via any native 
Docker logging driver such as 
syslog, Splunk, JournalD and via 
Cloud integrations (e.g., Amazon 
CloudWatch, Google Cloud Platform 
Logging Export)

Container and application errors. Monitor  
any performance counters that can be 
calculated on top of logs (e.g., web and 
application server logs)

Container metrics and 
events

Docker APIs (e.g., Docker inspect, 
Docker top, Docker stats, Docker 
events), cloud APIs (e.g., AWS 
CloudWatch, Google Stackdriver)

Health, performance, availability and events 
generated by all monitored containers

Container clusters, nodes 
and applications

Docker UCP APIs and logs from 
containers

Application health, nodes, clusters and 
containers associated with an application, 
change history of containers and 
configuration

Application logs
Custom logs set by application 
developers

Application errors and other valuable machine 
data logged by developers

Wire data Wire data probes (software based)

Communication between an app component, 
application response times and payload of 
applications as they traverse your network 
(even when you may not have direct visibility 
to some app components)

Data Sources Table
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• What to Look for? Memory utilization across all 

containers over time

• Why? To gain insight into the availability and 

performance of containers in real time

• Example Search: source=docker_stats | eval 

container_name | table container_id container_

name | timechart max(mem_percent) 

What to Look For? Errors that can cause 

downtime or service outage

• Why? To monitor and prevent errors related to 

memory utilization

• Example Search: Containers killed because 

memory limit was exceeed: source=docker_

inspect State.Status=“exited” | stats count  

by Name 

What to Look For? Errors in logs in a culpable 

container 

• Why? To pinpoint and troubleshoot in real time to 

quickly isolate the specific container

• Example Search: Application logs from each 

container service: sourcetype=httpevent | 

spath output=tag path=tag | transaction tag 

maxevents=5 | table _time tag line

Summary
Although containers can bring additional complexity to your infrastructure, they don’t have to bring additional 

complexity to your job. In other words, it’s critical to understand the availability, performance and usage of 

applications you’ve deployed with Docker. Using Splunk software, you can do this and additionally gain insight 

on containers that are deployed on-site, and also on services like Google Cloud Platform Container Engine. Since 

Splunk can monitor all your application and infrastructure components, you can gain insight across your entire 

application stack.

https://www.splunk.com
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/talk-to-sales.html?expertCode=sales
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/download/sem.html?ac=ga0508_s_splunk&_kk=splunk&_kt=0d0ee68f-00b5-441f-966d-e7b6c9228ad1&gclid=CIaLnOCGkc0CFc9ffgodJHAG8Q
http://www.splunk.com/containers
https://splunkbase.splunk.com/

